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Top 3 contributions Here are some important
contributions described in this paper:

• Description of the design space of large scale
file distribution protocols: the paper explains
the different problems one may have to tackle
when building a large scale file distribution
system. It gives the good and bad points of
the following design principles:

– push or pull file distribution,

– sending encoded or unencoded blocks,

– peering strategy

– request strategy

– sending strategy

– fair-first or fast-first

The authors detailed the most important as-
pects of data distribution and gave several pos-
sibilities for each aspect.

• Design and implementation of Bullet’ : a new
system for distributing large files in a wide
range dynamic of network conditions. Bullet’
uses an hybrid push-pull mechanisnm and sup-
ports encoded as well as unencoded file trans-
mission. The authors tuned the different as-
pects mentionned earlier (strategies, . . . ) in
order to get the best performance by keeping
the incoming pipe full of useful data with a
minimal control overhead.

• Detailed results of experimenting strategies and
comparison with other existing systems: the
paper gives a rigourous analysis of the different
design tradeoffs using the ModelNet emulator
and PlanetLab. The authors provided a lots
of graphs comparing the different strategies,

and showed that the theoretical analysis was
confirmed by a practical evalutation.

Most glaring problems Some issues need to be
mentionned:

• In Bullet’ implementation the authors assume
that the downloaded file will fit into main
memory. This is clearly not possible for large
file like DVD isos for example or when trying
to mirror multiple files at the same time.

• In the experimental setup, the authors didn’t
consider network contention or more realistic
Internet conditions, like low bandwidth, high
packet loss, . . .

Implications for distributed systems This
paper shows that there is still room for improve-
ment in the distributed computing world. One can
get better performances than even well-established
and heavily used protocol like BitTorrent. One
can imagine that in a near future Windows patches
for example will be downloaded using such kind of
technics.

The authors already provided an enhanced ver-
sion of rsync that could be used to mirror FTP
repositories in an efficient manner.
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